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donor, who probably wanted to help a good cause without exposing
himself to public censure^ was Mr. Ambalal Sarabhai, a millowner.
The monetary crisis was now over for a year at least. There were
also some internal frictions over the untouchable family but Gandhi
won the battle. The Satyagraha Ashram now became the centre of
his activities.
The history of the handloom experiment in the ashram is vividly
narrated by Maganlal Gandhi :
"The first experiment was started in the Satyagraha Ashram in
1915. For about ten months, we used to weave only khadi. Then
those who had returned with an experience of weaving obtained out-
side, began to weave broader and finer cloth, established fly-shuttle
looms of the Madras type, and began sizing yarn after the Madras
fashion. But it was all amateur work and it could not come to the
level of the work of those born to the profession. We began to
experience difficulties in weaving. We had not yet produced cloth
suitable for women. One of the ashram sisters was in the need of a
garment. It was not easy to obtain a hand-woven one in the market.
She expected that she would be permitted to have a mill-woven one,
but she was disillusioned. She was told, cWeave what you require,
or do without it.5 This curt reply disappointed her, and hurt her
husband. But the disappointment and hurt were momentary. The
beneficent rebuke had the desired effect. The husband went to the
city and obtained twisted fine yarn, such as would need no sizing,
and began weaving out of it cloth of fifty inches width. The experi-
ment was successful, and this gave a fillip to the enterprise. At the
end of 1916 there were three country looms and three fly-shuttle
looms working in the ashram. On the Indian new year day, we began
to take stock of work done during the past year. Our work was
mainly weaving and the work at the end of fifteen months was not
very creditable. It was, therefore, resolved that, before the close of
new year, every one should learn enough to be capable to weave
cloth, sufficient for himself. And every one bent his energies in the
direction. In about six months' time four fly-shuttle looms were
added. There were thus ten looms, in all> working at that time. We
used to work nearly eight hours during the day. Mr. Gandhi himself
worked nearly four to five hours, on the loom. Three fly-shuttle
looms used to turn out cloth of forty-five to fifty inches width and
each turned out t&ree to five yards of such cloth at the end of the

